
OUR  

ADVANTAGES

 + ENERGY TOWERS can be built  

everywhere worldwide

 + High power generation through energy  

production of over 8,000 hours annually

 + Base load capable and therefore independent  

of tides or weather conditions

 + Uncomplicated and cost-effective maintenance due 

to proven mechanical engineering technologies

 + Almost independent of existing infrastructure  

and therefore versatile

 + Can be implemented above and underground

 + Does not pose any ecological risks or Environmental 

pollution (low CO2 development)

 + No waste products such as B. Hazardous waste

 + No health risks for humans and animals

 + Signi�cant reduction in largely  

unnecessary power lines

  Further important information can be found on  

our homepage www.energytowers.de

Always 

available 

energy 

No need of sun or wind but  

by using gravity, which is  

present in every place and  

with never-ending forse.

ENERGY TOWERS Holding AG 

Paul-Ehrlich-Str. 1 

69181 Leimen 

www.energytowers.de  

mail@energytowers.de

ENERGY TOWERS GmbH 

Erbacher Str. 36 

64720 Michelstadt 

www.energytowers.gmbh  

mail@energytowers.gmbh



OUR 

GOALS

Our business model based on 

our international patent, com-

pletely new, environmentally friendly, highly ef�cient 

ENERGY TOWERS technology for the generation of 

electricity to the point where it is ready for series 

production and to market it worldwide.

In order to successfully enter the national and in-

ternational market, a prototype of the ENERGY 

TOWERS will be built in 2024/2025, which will both 

demonstrate the practical functionality and form the 

basis for subsequent series production.

With this goal, ENERGY TOWERS and our team of 

experts offer a unique solution to the challenges of 

modern energy supply as well as a signi�cant 

reduction in the current burdens and risks for 

people, animals, the environment and nature.

ENERGY TOWERS is characterized by a base-load, 

clean power supply that is also extremely �exible 

and scalable.

OUR 

MILESTONES
1,2

ENERGY TOWERS HOLDING AG:

 Foundation of ENERGY TOWERS Holding AG

 Off-market listing of company shares (OTC)

 Preparation of securities information sheet

 Listing securities trading banks (AT/CH/DE)

 Foundation of ET Schweiz GmbH & ET Patlinz GmbH

 Preparation of investment prospectus

 Planned initial public offering (IPO)

ENERGY TOWERS GMBH:

  Foundation of ENERGY TOWERS GmbH

  Completion of simulation software (KIT) 

  Capital increase by ETH AG

  Application for subsidies

  Preparation of speci�cations (PT)

 Commissioning of construction company (PT)

  Delivery of construction components (PT)

 Completion & commissioning (PT)

  Certi�cation of the ENERGY TOWERS 

  Construction & commissioning (1st SS)

1  success depends on the resources available

2 the group reserves the right to adjust the milestones if necessary
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OUR 

WORKING PRINCIPLE

ENERGY TOWERS uses the principle of buoyancy, an 

enormous force that arises when an air-�lled body rises in 

a liquid. This is a never-ending force that is opposite to 

gravity.

BUOYANCY AND GRAVITY 

  GRAVITATION

A conveyor device with many buoyancy bodies in a tower 

�lled with a liquid is driven by the buoyancy force. A 

second conveyor device outside the tower transports the 

buoyancy bodies back from top to bottom. Using a 

special process, the buoyancy bodies are then 

transported back into the tower through a lock. At an 

impeller of the conveyor system, the energy generated is 

converted into electricity by a generator.


